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A '0:f Dr lam on Waking 
Jess D'Amico &'>:. 
'{%" 
1 watch a girt sleeping, unaware of the warm:~-~ supremacy and serenity of a ruling monarch 
rays that penetrate her room through the ~. ,; 9:SO. I scan the room full of staid students · 
gaps in the blinds. I feel oddly familiar here •.. ~ with concentration written across their 
where 1 have never been. To my left an alarm ~ ·: fore~eads before she bursts in. Realizing 
clock's glaring red numbers scream 9:45. The :' ( her notous en!rance, she lakes a moment 
desk contains a schedule for Anstice Karan. ·~ •; to re?over. sw1p1ng hair from her face and 
Philosophy Final, 9:00am. This must transfer ;~: slowmg her breath.ing to the nearest desk. 
to her thoughts because her eyes open. "'..-" The professor disapprovingly strides over 
Sleepily she sees the clock and rolls over. · / · to the desk. 
Something in her stomach turns because she •' "I'm really sony. My alarm didn't go ott Is 
immediately flips back, the blaring numbers there any way 1 might have extra time?" She 
too loud to be ignored. pleads, and although she's whispered this 1 She hastily leaps out of her comforter. hear her perfectly. • 
·She doesn't see me. Instead she snatches "Sorry Ms. Karan, but you have the same 
a pair of jeans from the floor near her feet B:S
1 
everyone else," checking his watch a 
and pulls them up ov7r pink and black polka .!:::·; 5I ver cuff, "exactly nine minutes and f' _ 
dot underwear, throwmg on a sweatshirt at '!':'!;' f1ve seconds." orty 
the same time slipping her feet into shoes u . Time speeds. 10:00. The professor calls 
before hurtling herself toward the door, barely :~(~ trme, and I look over Anstice's should 1 stopping to pick up a bag. The door slams ,~ '~; see blank pages. er o 
beh hi~d hfer, sh.alkt ing the blank marker board :. ; sl I amh standing in her room and as Anstice 
angmg rom 1 . ' ~ oug s 1n she closes the doo~ sil t d 
I am sitting on a streetlight in an ;• .slow. She looks into the blank ~h·~n ly an 
intersection. I see Anstice fly across the ~·· ,,grabs the blue marker attached ~~ sp~e, .. 
sidewalk and run through the moving traffic ' n~ I1'10fe time." At the edge of her ~n es, 1 
across the street. • : prcks up the alarm clock. ed, she 
1 am sitting at a desk in the back of a ! "I know I set this." She flips a switch 1 • classroom. Upon the desk lies a paper, the :. e, places the clock back and re · canh 1 
t cloth. sh h moves t e !'f) says, ~ mg e astily donned eartier. She pulls 
Phil 335.02 Jhe covers up, turning away from me 
Final Exam I almost leave but slop at a distinctive 
Another clock is here, calmer, with the ) bsoun?. I look to see Anstice lazily tum off the 
eepmg With a groan and stretch .,.,. · 
. ~lpprng 
out of her scanty clothes I see her slide into a 
steamy shower. The clock is staring 8:30. 
8:45. Anstice is poring over a textbook 
while eating a bagel. Five minutes later, she 
strides out. The door doesn't slam, the marker 
board blank. 
I am above the sam'e streetlight. Now 
she patiently waits for the light to change. 
Finally taking a large step forward, as soon as 
her foot hits the pavement a car, late for its 
morning appointment, rushes the red light. 
Not even I saw the car coming. I feel as 
though this should be more dramatic, more, 
more. Instead there's only a sickening thud 
as the screeching brakes ram forward into 
Anstice. She falls, not slow motion like the 
movies, not fast either, she just .. . falls. The 
car proceeds to roll grotesquely over her skin, 
breaking bones and organs. A crowd forms 
around her including the driver, car finally_ 
stopped. · 
I cannot hear anymore. I see the ambulance 
coming and pronouncing her dead on the 
scene. I float down. Although no one notices 
me, they move as I drift into her closed eyes. 
Anstice's eyes fly open in a panic, pushing 
me back and I notice that we are in her room. 
She sits unblinking and tense. Relaxing aliter 
a second, she turns to look at the alarm clock, 
snidely 8:45. 
Her heart still pounding from last scene, 
the adrenaline propels her out of bed to pull 
on the same pair of jeans as before. She takes 
time to put on a bra and change shirts this 
time, but hurriedly. By the time she brushes 
teeth and hair, the clock laughs 8:55. As she 
rushes out the door, I notice the white space 
isn't so white. " I need more time." 
An t nlightening . · 
Dna Pal~ Five more pounds needed to evaporate J 0 u r n ey 
Her eyes popped open to the cracked • fore her sister's wedding, and no mercy 
white ceiling above. She rotated her head, would be given to her selfish stomach until 
viewing the blue numbers on the alarm clock. ~'her legs stopped unnecessarily hoarding food. 
Six forty-three. Beat the alarm by seventeen ' :?,~ Finally the rumbling bus sputtered up, 
minutes. Joy. l-} · uealing to a halt In front of her and several 
She rolled out of the entangled sheets ~,eager boarders. She numbly stepped onto 
attempting to bind her in eternal slumber. It ';;J the bus last, waiting for the caffeine to jolt her 
wasn't as if she wanted to arise, but her body >·~ limp appendages to life. · 
instinctively reacted, dragging her leaden ·1r. The bus jutted into motion, and flung her 
limbs up and out of bed. She opened the .:~·down into a nearby seat. Her voluptuous 
curtains to the sun's blinding rays attempting i ? artner sat staring straight aheed. Her frame 
to invade her blackened sleeping chamber. 1 i spilled over into the once vacant seat, rubbing 
The cool blue minror wasn't friendly; it " Jreely against the girt. "Morning," the Wreck 
never was. The hot water in the shower • said. 
ran out before she was done: it always "How you doln'?" her new companion 
did. Probably a good thing though, or she .,.. replled .. . The silence and awkwardness had 
might be tempted to never leave the once ·; been re-established as quickly as it was 
enveloping womb. Her warm wet skin erupted broken. 
in goose bumps as she jumped up and *(:! Every stop seemed to take longer until 
down, trying to rinse too much conditioner "'~~ her three mile journey had approached a half 
out of her hair. The towel ran up her dripping ~':l-.'an hour. She mumbled under her breath, as 
inner thighs, the wrapped tightly around her i they stopped at the train station. "What?" her 
soaking tendrils. She rubbed It rapidly against ., • ssive passenger asked. 
her head, and squirted some promising gunk ·~ "No. I was just saying I hate this stop 
in her hands, running it through her electrified · ' l .because we have to sit through three lights 
hair. She drled it straight- It curted as she 1 • .,while people come running off the train." 
stumbled out th~ front door, spilling coffee on~ "I know, Slstah," she agreed with a huff and 
her wrlnkled white blouse. ~ruffled her feathers, causing the seat to rise 
She walked to the bus stop and looked In ~and fall with her movements and sending the 
both directions, scanning for an approaohlng ~,girt on a quick rtde Into the air. 
beast and ahead for a missed one. The wind ;f-1( Then the bus began beeping, as the 
was warm and Inviting as It raced across her \¥f.'andlcap platfonn was lowered to the sighs of 
face. She wished she had gotten up earlier ·~.several paasengel'll on board. A skinny black 
and gone for a jog. She wished a lot of thlngs.~e:.man. sporting glaaaea, and a worn out patch 
Ten minutes. She looked at her watch. .:r; jacket, scooted up onto the platform and Into 
She'd be late as was routine. Her midsection ~~the crowded transporter. A woman wearing a 
lhon grumbled angrily through her stained :·~.•t hatlng labeled, "Woman of God," pushed up a 
shirt. h wasn't about to be appeased. f~~t:ollapslble set of seats as another jumped out 
·~ I~{ S• \J 
of her chair and did the same with her seat. 
"Must be an angel," Jumbo snickered. 
Trying not to stare, the girt witnessed 
him attempt to position the scooter into the 
opened comer. He struggled with the small 
amount of space vet patiently pursued his 
task until he was aligned and out of the aisle. 
"You all right, sir?" the driver Inquired. 
"Yes," replied the not-so irritated girl, 
to herself as she sheepishly looked down. 
Shame crept into her face aa she realized how 
she had allowed selfish inconveniences to 
overoome her life to the pOlnt of total apathy. 
"'t\:ls ma'am," he replied. 
Life had suddenly gotten Immeasurably 
less complicated for her, and as she sighed, 
out came her compassion for the men's 
strength. In breathed hope that ahe might 
find that same strength burled under ao much 
disappointment and annoyance. 
CPChang 
It doesn't happen this way. I don't oome 
home from work to find him lying on the 
couch , bare feet on the armrest, playing guitar . 
and strumming some melancholy melody 
while mouthing unknown lyrics to fit. I don't 
·tease him about his lack of writing, about 
the endless other projects that occupy him, 
before I trot to the bedroom to change out of 
my blouse and slacks. 
He doesn't sneak up behind me like a de-
clawed cat on hardwood floors. He doesn't 
t ickle me or shock me with an ice cube down 
my back while I'm in my underwear. I don't 
slap him back playfully; I don't slap him at 
all. He doesn't cup my neck with his beautiful 
hands, and he doesn't kiss me lingeringly, 
with his tongue casually owning my mouth. 
He doesn't unhook the clasps of my bra, he 
doesn't slide his hand down my back and 
force my panties down around my ankles-his 
breath hot against my belly-1 don't step out 
of them gingerly. 
He doesn't pull me down to the floor, at the 
foot of my closet. Our cat Monday doesn't 
tussle with a ball of yarn on our bed, casting 
shadows from the evening sun onto his lean 
body. We don't make love at the base of a 
perfectly comfortable queen-sized bed. I don't 
rake my nails down his back, he doesn't gasp 
my name, we don't come together. 
We don't niake love. We've never made 
love. This doesn't happen. 
Nearly two out of three female victims of 
domestic violence were related to or knew 
their attacker. I never thought I'd become a 
statistic. 
My best friend, Zack, and I were hanging 
out in our apartment drinking and watching 
movies. During the movies, Zack complained 
about his life - that he hated his job and didn't 
like any of the girls he dated-he claimed they 
were missing something. I shrugged it·off as 
nothing, that he just needed to rant, like we all 
do sometimes. 
I left the living room to throw out a oouple 
of the beer bottles, and when I retumed, he 
advanced toward me, his 5'11" structure 
slightly stumbling . I thought he needed help 
to the bathroom or something, but he had a 
strange sparkle in his brown eyes- like a tiger 
about to pounce on its prey-and started 
mumbling how the girls he dated weren't me, 
that he wanted me, but oouldn't have me even 
though he loved me. ' 
He kept advancing, his thin arms swaying 
next to his sides, his dark hair falling into 
his eyes, and I kept backing up, brushing 
my brown hair behind my ears, until I was 
oornered against the living room walls. I 
told him I didn't have any sexual feelings for 
him, that he was just my best friend, and 
he got angry. He drank one too many beers 
because he got out of control: throwing stuff 
around, breaking the vase my mom bOught 
me for my birthday, and launching full beer 
bottles against the wall, one only a foot from 
my head . '71\s the bottle shattered, the glass 
crumbled to the floor, the yellowish-brown 
liquid splashing onto my face. 
"What are you doing? Stop' You're drunk! 
We don't live in this loft together. 
We don't spend each of our nights by the 
other's side, creating a life together that we 
don't dare call "together." We don't admit that 
this is something like being husband and wife. 
We are not husband and wife. 
I don't miss him when I go off to work. 
I don't think about the glint of his blue eyes 
when he tells me that there's a surprise 
waiting for me when I get home. I don't 
smile at the thought of him, I don't send him 
Emails from my desk, and I certainly don't call 
him just to ask how his day is going. I don't 
anticipate the surprise-really, I'm not good 
with surprises-and I don't laugh with glee 
when I discover the surprise is a hammock. Of 
course we don't spend the rest of the evening 
together in the hammock, spooning by the will 
of gravity, drinking red wine from Oregon, and 
watching black-and-white movies from long 
ago. 
I don't grin madly when he shows me his 
writing, his brilliant writing, and waits like 
an obedient boy for my approval. "Do you 
like it?" he would never say that. I don't nod 
wordlessly at him, my eyes wide and wet with 
tears. He and I, we don't spend lazy Sundays 
in our bathrobes, his fingers tapping at the 
laptop and my pen tapping at the table as I 
study the crossword puzzle. We don 't find the 
time to kiss unexpectedly, he doesn't charm 
me with holidayless roses, and I don't inflame 
him with surprising sluttiness. And I don't dare 
Never 
Rachel Winokur 
You don't know what you're doing!" 
I yelled, frozen against the wall frightened. 
He stopped shattering things and started 
toward me again. I tried escaping, I tried 
running toward the door, but he grabbed my 
right arm with strength I didn't know he had. I 
tried to punch him with my free hand but I'm 
right-handed, so I kicked him instead. He fell 
to the floor, but he had such a tight grip on 
me, that instead of letting me go, he took me 
down with him. 
He rolled on top of me and pinned down 
my arms above my head with his hands, 
his dark brown, almost black eyes staring 
down at me. He looked demonic and without 
realizing it, I was crying. I tasted the salty 
tears as they trickled to the corners of my 
mouth. 
" I love you," he kept saying, and he began 
to cry too, his tears mixing with mine on my 
white cheeks. " I want you so much. I want you 
all to myself." 
He pressed his entire body weight onto my 
ribs, I thought my rib cag~ was going to cave 
into my lungs, and I thought I was going to 
die. 
"Why are you doing this to me? If you love 
me so much, stop hurting me," I managed to 
squeeze out. 
"Shut up! I'm not hurting you ' Don't tell me 
I'm hurting you!" Then he began unbuttoning 
my shirt. 
"No! Get off me! Please, you are hurting 
me!" I screamed, but he kept my arms pinned 
say that my life is complete, 
no, I don't say that. 
Please remember, this doesn't happen. 
He doesn't tell me that he loves me. 
He doesn't love me. 
He never has. 
What does happen, what really is, doesn't 
matter. 
It doesn't matter that his name is just .an 
entry on my cell phone. It doesn't matter that 
we are acquaintanc;es and friends and beer-
drinking buddies. It doesn't mean anything 
that r call him late at night, for no reason. (I 
tell him when he drowsily asks the obvious 
question that there doesn't have to be a 
reason , does there?) It doesn't-matter that he 
ogles other girls when we drink together. It 
doesn't matter that I push him to these girls. It 
doesn't matter if he breaks my heart. None of 
it really matters. 
I can tell you the difference between reality 
and imagination, between the tiger and the 
cage from which it exits, between the wall and 
the water which caresses it, but I cannot tell 
you why any of that matters. I cannot tell you 
why one is supposed to be more important 
than the other. Why do the things t.hat happen, 
and the things that are, why are they more 
important than the things that never happen? 
Who decides that the water falls over the 
wall, instead of the wall standing beneath the 
water? Who decides these things? 
, RECEIVED 
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above my head . 
unbuttoned my s~~~ one hand While he 
He grabbed ' With the other. 
and I continued my small breasts. 
Please'" m v· . screammg. "Stopl 
But he Just ~r~S:~s~ll blurred With tears. 
against mine to shut ~ chapped lips hard 
mto his mouth b t e up. I screamed 
and I bled. I st~ u I then he bit me hard. 
his grip. I tried tog~_ed to free myself of 
from side to side to'~gle and roll my body 
he rested his knees scape his rage. but 
couldn't knee h' on my thighs so 1 
boulder fell on t': a~d get free. I felt like a 
was going to die fh o me. and I thought I 
H f en. e orced his Ji . 
and I bit his Ji u ps onto mme again 
He hollered, l~ti~tiJ I tasted his blood. 
touch his mouth g go of my arms to 
h and see h. bl 
. and. I slapped him IS ood on his 
Instinctively, he sJa across the face. and 
thinking, 1 puncheJ~edme back. Without 
across his nose. He lm m the face. right 
an Imprint of m h. tumbled off me. with 
side of his nos! c lgh school ring on the 
rushed out the d. rymg 10 agony as 1 
oor. 
My Head Hurts... 94 
I've tom apart so many dictionaries trying 8oth t 'h they won't. The politics don't even have a 
to find a direct definition to what "social 0 f I em role in this. It's SO evident that there Carl~ 
marginalization" truly is. From what I have put laws posed to stop the ads and prograrl'll1llng 
together, I can assume it 's not a good thing. on TV that degrade wo~ sexually. T~ere 
To marginalize is to relocate something to they disagree, they agree to disagree, and it's can be marches and rallies. to stop buy~ng 
the sidelines, keep it out of the mainstream, a beautiful thing. Unfortunately, to rephrase items that represent such f1lth. !~re cal 
and make it seem unimportant. I assume that what 1 stated earlier, men get lynched from be a declaration from sea to sh1n1ng see 
social marginalization is taking a certain group the tallest tree by the penis. There's an easily that morals are more important than money. 
(based on race, gender; belief, purpose, etc.) recognizable tension that is drawn up and There can be women that will stop aUowing 
and acknowledge them for existing while instead of coming to valid conclusions of what themselves to be represented on TV as sex 
pushing them out of the line of sight. Since must be done, men continue to let things kittens and make a stand for womankind. 
forever, women have been marginalized. A be and women continue to complain .. It is There can be a complete and total female 
majority of images of women in the media clearly understood how and why women are revolt and the smoke won't clear untu every 
are flawless models slaving over clothing and sidelined, however, there are a large number single man can truly view every single woman 
make-up. A lot more of them are housewives of men and women who really don't care as a complete and utter equal. There can b~, 
who are angry because their dishes aren't about the tension. They are content with life but guess what? There won't. 
spotless or their paper towels aren't 100% and whatever doesn't affect them directly With all the random murders, child rape 
quality. Only a percentage is shown as doesn't matter. I am so thankful there are cases, superstars going to prison, terror 
doctors, lawyers, or government officials. women like this. 1 can only be around those alerts, illegal downloading, government 
This impacts so much in the wor1d today, yet who attempt to make me ashamed to have corruption, identity theft, over consumption, 
the TOPIC that women are marginalized is, in a penis for so long before I draw up ways to rising gas prioes, and whatever else .makes 
itself, marginalized. gouge out my own eyes. this country so great, the entire issue is 
Psychologically, women are affected to Economically, women play a key role. marginalized for a reason. It's not like there's 
the point that we have the "feminists" (or This may surprise you, but men aren't the only nothing else going on. Men have had ways 
man-eaters) that attack men on all aspects. ones in the wor1d that benefit from a woman's set for a long time, true, yet apparently 
It's wrong for men to have a say in anything sexual presence in economy. Sex sells and feminists don't even appreciate their own 
because they are men. There's nothing else females are, by nature, the sexier species. accomplishments. The complaints never 
to be said. Apparently men always get their It's a simple fact. A woman dancing in a cease. 'M>men can vote, be astronauts, be 
way and women get victimized every four thong is far. more enticing than some dude. construction wa1<ers, make guns, serve in 
seconds. This may be hard to swallow, but Nowadays, the franchises of most clothing, the anny, play poker, cheat on a man, marry 
this damages men as wei. Not only do most • make-up, and hair and skin care products are whomever they want, weer whatever they 
women feel exploited and depicted unfairly designed and operated by females. If there's want, own a rooltibillion dollar enterprise, be 
in various media, but also men who don't so much controversy over marginalization , in academy aw~ winning movies, and I cal 
have a damn thing to do with it are forced to how come those companies aren't attacked go on for eleven thousand pages. Women cal 
feel bad about it. I swear to God, if I let one by the feminist opinion? That way, women do whatever a man can do IF NOT MORE, 
woman in my life represent the rest of them will stop taking pictures with mouths open and that will be ultimately proven once Hillary 
in the world, I would probably be gay by now. and skimpy outfits. Women will stop looking Clinton becomes prasident. Unt~ then, there 
Instead of dras1icaly unreasonable changes so dependent on household products and cannot be charlges unless enough people 
like that, I'd rather just inhale, exhale, and angry about frizzy hair and split ends. But actually care. The women who let themselves 
move on with life. Most women have a right wait? Is there a double-edged sword here? be exploited should be attacked before men. 
to be bitchy and disrespectful, and they blame Women running businesses and promoting No man has a right to raise his hand to a 
men for that too. It might not occur to them their products for women, and corrupting the woman, but there is always another side 
that maybe there are men that have no power image of women at the same time. Hmm, to a story: a womar1 who is unfortunately 
to change the way things are anyway. What there seems to be a problem here. Of course attacf<ed should have the common sense NOT 
else can you do but overlook what you are money is the precedent, but why can't they stay in the same ~'louse with him after it has 
incapable of modifying? You cannot priorjtize kil the weed at the root? They cal .. . but happened. A woman would not be victimized 
what you cannot chMge. fN8f'y four seconds If she weren't so lovesick 
Socially, women join forces. 'Ne have the An &lay far Thole Lovely Fenllilll ~ Qlicago that she cannot tell the dlffetenee between a 
focus g oups, the man::hes, the ralies, the lbnllh D. Wyatt kiss and a fist . 
spontaneotJS man-hating sessions in various The whole concept of l11lllginalizat is 
college COUBeS, and whatever else it takes not as bad as some would Ike it to be. R's 
for this marginalization to be acknowledged. definitely nothing like slawefy. lastly, If there 
There's a certain unity that occurs; they agree, were such changes naie, would that l88lly 
be the end of the moaning and whining? Or 
would there be after-effects? Is there such 
thing as an "innocent man"? Who knows? 
Maybe the real question is: what do you do 
when you give a baby everything it wants but 
It won't stop crying? 
After an hour of listening to feminist 
discussion, I certainly won't be opening 
another door for a woman anytime soon. 
Night Time . Junk· 
By C.B. Relll 1 e 
{OJJ: 5 
I had been driving down a street near 
my horne town, intoxicated and out of my 
mind. The road was doing an evil dance. It 
was jumping and rolling its hips. But I was 
having no trouble staying between the lines. 
Even my better friends admit that I'm more 
of a risk sober. This is due to the simple fact 
that at any moment I can pull off something 
extraordinarily stupid out of sheer boredom. 
Yet this was not one of those nights where 
my normal maniacal state could be subdued 
by mere intoxication. No. Tonight I was wild 
with sweat stains and a lust for destruction . 
Tonight thoughts were shotty and sporadic, 
retreating to memories from the recent past. 
Old girlfriends. Broken Dreams. Reckless 
nights. Too much booze. Too many drugs. 
Nothing hard, just pills and grass. Almost 
always washed down with a cheap brand of 
vodka. Or on a good day, expensive alcohol 
(likely stolen). And while I barreled down 
that lonely pitch b lack road, with my stoned 
girlfriend to the side of me, I contemplated 
driving my car off the road. Sending the car 
into a ditch or torpedoing into-a gas pump. 
Destroying that hopelessly boring suburban 
night with relentless flame, for the sheer thrill 
of it. 
But after looking over to my girlfriend, I 
decided against the ferocious deed. She was 
having a good t ime. Capturing the roaring 
road ahead of her out of half slit eyes, already 
in the grips of the red devil. What right did 
I have to ruin her blissful state for my own 
maniacal wet dreams? 
I leaned over, trying to balance the car's 
steering with one hand, and put my head on 
her shoulder. I petted her silky, dark brown 
hair and kissed the soft of her neck. I took my 
eyes off of the road. 
"How are you darling?" 
The car hit a curb and took a raving turn, 
sending my head straight and eyes back to 
the road. I caught the car and lined it back up 
with the b lurry path. 
I again turned to my girtfriend. She was 
drowned in laughter, sounding like Louis 
Armstrong, toting a Marilyn Monroe/Hannibal 
Lecter type smile. I was getting red. I was 
becoming hostile and hot headed. 
"WHAT!?" I screamed at her. "What's your 
problem!-?" 
She turned and looked at me with her 
stained blue, child eyes and young nubile 
face. "I could swallow your cock, choke and 
die and I'd never realize it. I'm so numb." 
She leaned over and tried to fumble. with 
my jeans, swatting at my pant zipper like a cat 
playing with a ball of yarn. I pushed her away. 
"Honey, you're one year under the age limit. 
I don't need to be going to jail tonight. " 
She fell back with a quick snap and 
crossed her arms sharply. "Fucker! You 're 
already taking part in multiple felonies. What's 
one more?" 
I took her hand and smiled, still balancing 
the car. "you 're right, you caught me. I'm just 
too drunk to drive and get blown at the same 
time." 
She ripped her hand away from mine and 
sneered like a dog gone mad. She then took 
a bottle from between her legs, unscrewed it 
and dumped the contents into her hand. 
In her palm sat eight red pills. Eight hits of 
madness. She popped the handful of her red 
religion and downed it with a bottle of alcohol 
that had been forgotten on the car floor. And 
after just a few moments, she was back to 
where she was before; Staring out of half slit 
eyes, chasing horrible and wonderful things 
unseen by me. 
And I continued driving, tearing through 
that hopelessly boring night. With an 
underage junkie next to me and the night 's 
quiet perfection in front of me. And I wanted 
nothing more than to find a gun and put holes 
• 
into that perfect darkness. Or find a noose 
• and somehow strangle the whole thing. 
DSr:l, 4T ~.l.k F .. ~ . p .A'let1· .. 
•• I wanted to kick in its teeth. I wanted to 
• break its nose. I wanted to make the whole 
'" ·~"·'"'"'"'· ••• ,,.!0 ...... "'""'~··~' ' • 0 '"'';"" •. ~;g:~ ';:a'"' 
Cyryl Jakubowski 
So you've decided to become a journalist. 
The hard talking, booze swindling, full of 
moxie, pain in the ass, asking the hard 
questions, getting yelled at by the editors, 
ending up asking more questions, type of a 
journalist. Well check again pal. What you've 
done, ·is enlisted to be a part of the media. 
Calm dgwn. Try to remember the last time you 
heard sweet-nothings whispered into your ear. 
Some claim that journalists are the lastrung 
of the ladder. The bottom; the vultures and 
piranhas of the modern world, the journalists 
that hold our generation in jeopardy; the sly 
and the wry ; the ones who wait for the feeding 
frenzy; the downtrodden keepers of our time-
the press. Still people want to be a part of the 
Fourth Estate. 
The experts speak of excitement. The 
adrenaline rush during deadlines that comes 
on s lowly after the chase is long gone. The 
first high of the print, which is swallowed 
by the necessity to give way to more of the 
chase, overcomes any ideas about fatigue and 
restlessness. 
Yet the challenge awaits those who dare. 
And as they would say in the tabloids, famed 
gonzo journalist HunterS. Thompson would 
put it differently. Can we handle this sort of 
trip? 
Some of us can. The ones with "ink in the 
blood," as they say. And "they" say a lot of 
things. The ones with ink-stained fingers; the 
sports page junkies, politics and real estate on 
their minds. 
For all that talk about fairness in the media, 
there is a new breed of people who dream of 
the rock-star journalist thing. Some do, not 
everyone, so don't get excited. Or at least a 
derivative of the concept; the all-white Tom 
Wolfe thing ; or I've read Faulkner, shirt and tie 
thing, or the rugged and bogged by ill feelings 
thing. We're all here. We want to play the 
game. The book deal; the shameless plug ; 
sounds good. 
Denis Leary, in "No Cure for Cancer" said, 
"Pull that bus over to the pretentious turnpike; 
I want the happy people over here and the 
shiny people over here. I represent the gun-
totting, meat eating, f ..... people." 
In the advancing world of journalism, 
somehow next to the technological gaga wave 
of "Yes we CAN do that," we need to slow 
down a bit. Then again why should we? Ride 
this bad boy adventure into the next jerkwater 
town. If they even have those anymore. 
If journalists had jet packs, would they get 
total coverage? A one man self-sufficient. 
online prepped, sound ready, go for visual, jet-
pack powered, AP style, reporting unit. They'd 
have to work on the name. Like a Snoop Unit 
or something. Download the press pass into 
your memory scalp chip. Zip drive for the 
mind ; thunder for the soul. 
. No more Thompson. Peter J€nnings is sick. 
Dan Rather is gone. Ted Koppel-whoosh. 
What's next? 
But hells yeah to those who still teach 
the fair and balanced principle. Most forget 
what we do here. Either by choice, or by 
wishful th inking, most journalists in training 
believe that a reporter is something more. 
His presence makes the story. Thompson 
- would agree. The rest of the proper school of 
journalistic integrity would say nay. 
And to coin a bad example, in "The Paper," 
the Ron Howard movie about journalists, while 
out of touch with reality, and exaggerated into 
a mess, that one Robert Duvall line pegged 
me. "All these columnists need to shut the f• .. 
up!" 
Maybe he was onto something and I wasn't 
paying attention. It a ll comes down to doing 
the job. Note to self : look up definitions of 
"observer," "truth," also lottery numbers, and 
tomorrow's weather. "They" should make 
T-shirts with the slogan "Accuracy!" as a 
reminder to all those who lost their way; Hey 
people need some pep talk. 
Inescapable Destiny 
Drea PalombeUa 
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The stage was set. The candles were 
lit and the champagne was chilling in the 
ice bucket. He had planned this evening 
for months, nothing could go wrong 
with tonight, he hoped. This was their 
second anniversary and he was giddy 
with anticipation. He had borrowed the 
small theater where he worl<ed for the 
evening. The lights on the main stage 
were colored ever so subtly with a light 
rose and blue tint that gave the entire 
stage area a soft glow. The stage was 
bam with the exception of a table set 
center stage under a soft white light, 
two chairs nestled under it with plates 
and wineglasses set for two. Upon the 
table was a chilled bottle of champagne, 
cheese, crackers and fruit. One perfect 
red rose sal in to complete the look. 
Hidden behind the curtains was a gift, an 
offering, and an eternal choice he would 
be asking her to make. Resting on a 
pedestal behind the curtains, brilliantly lit 
with pink and amber bursts was the ring, 
which he would hopefully be placing on 
her finger by the end of this evening. 
The time was near. She would be 
arriving momentarily and he must 
contain his excitement and concentrate 
on getting everything prepared. When 
he heard her come in through the front 
door and smelled her perfume when she 
entered the main stage area, he turned 
around and said "Happy anniversary 
sweetheart." His voice shook as he said 
the words; " I love you." The look of pure 
happiness that washed over her face was 
almost enough to stop his heart as she 
returned the gmeting, " I love YQU too! 
Happy two year anniversary as well. H 
feels like so much longer because I'm so 
happy'' . She leaned in to kiss him softly 
on the lips 
It look all he had not to let on about the 
surpriSe that sat JUSt a few short feet from 
Apartment 6c 
Darwyn Jones 
I hate. I wear yellow pajamas with red 
puffball buttons, over-sized blue novelty 
glasses and a sonnbrero. I'm supposed to 
be a clown. I hear kids screaming inside 
apartment 6C. I knock. The door swings 
open and a blue-haired teenager walks 
away. Call me when you grow into that 
hair, maybe by then I can loan you the 
funny shoes to go with it 
Kids inf'lsllhH whoiP. apartment. A 
bunch of lunatics in pasllll party woar But. 
l'vr: gotu-,., most foslivCJ sl raJtJackot rn !hi) 
cc,ylum 
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hillf <:ilt<<rr Gi:lk•:l i:llld il lub of ic:;e cream. 
A ~ab of cakl'ly flesh morks the evic lion 
of il (.andy d<X:oration - a sugar balloon, 
nv.yh<l il down. 'I he oxcavaled nurnball 
rO'l croam pisMs primary colors into a 
rrl'lftrrrg moss. 
" You the clown?" She starrds bolow mo, 
hor mouth til)d in knots . Her brown hair is 
shiny wrd curly - raul c urly, take curly. 
" Yoalr , l 'rn the clown." 
"Make rne laugh." 
You yolta 1}1) froakin ' kidding. 
"You must b<) the birthday girl." My 
GI(Jwn voice wall half 88llod. Don 't wa11to 
IJ f)<•rforr ruw co orr lh<l kid ulono- thn 
p:tr<Hrtn h;.~vn th<l rnorr<!'f. "Wtu1m'u your 
Mr1rn und l)ad 'l" 
''l'rrr Lur:urdu." Bh•• pllll!l 11 lool tnrJ 
l '<lf> from " ''' pock''' uf hr>r pink ovrwullu 
them. There would be a right time for that, just not 
right now. So for now he just pulled out a chair 
from the table gently for her to sit down. 
He poured the wine she had brought, and they 
quietly ate of the food before them. He would 
save the champagne for later. The cheese sat 
untouched. "She doesn't like Swiss, damn it! 
How could I not know that, I'll have to remember 
that, make a fucking mental note," he thought to 
himself as ·he watched her. 
Small conversation about their respective 
days went' on for another few minutes, before 
they were interrupted by music playing in the 
background, which startled her. "Who else is 
here?" she asked. "Just us sweetheart, I had the 
music set up on a timer." Brian replied. " I hope 
you like it." "Would you cam to dance?" he asked 
Marie as he held out his hand and helped her to 
her feet. They spun together as one for moments 
that seemed to go on forever, letting the music 
wash over them and engulf the two of them in its 
melody. He swallowed and took a deep breath. 
This was perfect. It was time. 
" Is it alright for me to open the curtains so 
we have more room?" He asked but this was 
of course a rhetorical question. He watched 
her nod her head as she began to eat a batch 
of grapes, popping them slowly in her luscious 
mouth before he went off to the side and pulled 
the cord to open the black curtain, which revealed 
underneath a purple curtain, a red curtain, a blue 
curtain to mst finally on a green curtain which 
he pulled back to reveal the ring that sat on the 
pedestal in full splendor, to seal a bond between 
them. 
Marie stood motionless, speechless; squeezing 
the grapes in her hand until the juice ran down 
her fingers "She squeezed the fucking grapes. 
What does that mean? Oh my god, did I just tuck 
everything up? She's going to say no, I know it. 
You am just overreacting. She loves you as much 
as you love her." Brian convinced himself. Slowly 
he walked over to the ring, picked it up and knelt 
before her. The tears from her eyes glistened 
like diamonds and the expression on her face 
reflected the face he saw in his dreams. 
"Will you marry me. Marie? My soulmate and 
the love of my life will you accept this ring and 
walk on this journey with me? He asked her on 
bended knee. ;A· 
"Make me laugh." e 
" I just need to speak to your mother first , 
Lucinda." I need to get my money. 
"You're my clown. Make me laugh." She 
pops the sucker into her mouth, throws the 
wrapper on the floor and crosses her arms. 
I don 't list patience on my msurne. So, 
sometimes, I bark. 
"GET Your mother," I try to catch it 
before it does too much damage. But, 
damn, at what age are they allowing 'em to 
apply for thoir bitch license nowadays? 
Lucinda's mouth f«lls open. I seo the md-
sugnr·globe rostrng on hor tonguo. I try to 
tum the wlroel back. 1-riondly voico. clown 
voice. 
" I just need to talk lo your mother, 
Lucinda. ·1 hen we can gather All your 
friends together." 
liar eyes blink quickly and then l ighten. 
She's made her decision. 
"Waaaaaahhhhhhhh!" 
Hor mouth caverns and the white stick 
points out at me. Shit. 
" It 's gonna be okay, Lucinda. We're 
yolng to have fun." 
Kissing ass now. I look around - ail the 
kids fooused on their own terrorism eflorts. 
No adults In sight. The scream stops lor 
a moment and I stAre at her, pAtting har 
11houlder. Was she going to give rno a 
bronk? Her little ohost hooves and I hoar n 
lnroo gnsp. Rohrollng. Shit. 
I rouoh bn!lido my&elf lnsllnotlvoly. 
My glovod mlnbow-oolorod lingors soropo 
u ylob of Icing trorn lho sldo ol tho ooko. 
I pull ltro suokor trorn tho ohild·siron tuld 
She 
Beatrice TIWII« 
She is trapped. 
Trapped & suffocating behind the mask 
she wears everyday 
Must not let them see, 
She says - the -''real" me 
" I'll be what they want on the outside" 
But for every day she does this, she dies 
· a little inside 
She wants to escape 
She knows her ''fmedom" lies within her 
She holds the key to strip away the heavy 
mask she wears & float on the air of 
revelation 
I can do it - she says 
But not today - she sighs, maybe 
tomorrow 
Her world exists on endless 
Tomorrows, Tomorrows, Tomorrows 
throw it to the carpet. I spackle icing into 
the hole. Her eyes become exclamations of 
surprise. Her tongue waggles and she leans 
forward, ready to void the gooey matter. 
No, no, no. I move to her side and wrap my 
arm around her head; chin up, crown down. 
She mumbles. Icing is smeared aCross her 
cheeks. 
"Lucinda?" An adult's voice calls out. "Has 
anyone seen Lucinda?" 
Shit shit. 
Lucinda is swallowing. I grab another glob 
of icing and pull her mouth open. A little dab'll 
do ya. Her tears mix with the sugary mess of 
her face. 
"I think she's in the front." Ratted out. 
Mom coming this way. Girt full of icing. 
Clown ... Ciown out the door. 
I'm in the safety of the hallway and have 
just enough thought to ease the door closed. 
I should get the hell out of hem. But. I can't. 
I pace. Shit shit shit. 
"Who did this?" The adult calls out to the 
room. 
"Waaaaahhhhhh." 
I push my ear against the door and listen. 
Lucinda's scream Is real . She doesn't talk, she 
only screams. I hear her trying to catch her 
breath, trying to explain. 
"Well, spit it out, Lucinda, and ten me who· 
did II." 
"Waaaaaaahhhhhh." 
"Well, I can't do anything untH you cairn 
down." A heavy sigh. " Just go to your room 
and lie down- don't come out until you can 
tAlk to rne." 
A parent's frustration on my side. 
"WaMRhhhhhhhh." Little stomps. 
Okay, rolax. I pull of! my gloves and throw 
them down the holl. Icing scattn. Adjust the 
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Reach 
Kristine M Kruse 
It was already too late to help him. She 
couldn't move. 
"Mommy, Mommy are you okay? Did you 
spill the ketchup, is that why Daddy's mad?" 
Rachael felt dizzy. She had told her husband 
Joey wasn't home. That Grandma had stopped 
by to take him out for his birthday present. 
She had managed to hide. him in the basement 
before things got bad. Now that she had lied 
things were going to get bad. 
"Joey," Rachael said, her heart thundering. 
"Run," but she had used all her breath to call 
his name and run came out like a whisper. 
She heard the patter of his retreat. 
A high pitched beeping sound filled the 
room, three more beeps. "Hello 911 emergency 
how can I help you?" the voice came from the 
hallway. A stiff kick landed in her ribs, "You 
lying bitch," whispered her husband. "What the 
luck did you teach him?" 
"How to be brave," Rachael whispered. The 
pain in her ribs taking her out this time. 
"I'm going to get you grunt," Louis yelled, 
"Son I want you to come over here right now." 
"Hello, Hello, is anyone there?" asked the 
operator as if she were straining to hear the 
sounds in the next room. 
"Hang it up Joseph. Hang it up!" 
Louis listened but he heard nothing. " I know · 
you're here Joey. Where did you go? You've 
been a bad boy. Be brave like Mommy says, 
come out and take it like a man." 
The boots made heavy thud as he walked 
across the kitchen floor. He left a trail of her 
blood as he walked. 
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Really, just another day 
counter perpendicular to the sandwich _,tA.,• Jess D'Amico 
Sometimes you just know when it's going 
to happen. That feeling in your gut that says, 
"Don't even get up. It's just going to be one of 
those days." Now you know as soon as you . 
actually get up, then it will start. But you never 
listen. Or if you do: it's only that icky nagging 
m the back of your brain as you go to work. 
And where do you work? Only at a sandwich 
shop downtown where you get paid twenty-
five cents above minimum wage because you 
lUSt passed your three-month review, and that 
means you get an extra quarter. 
At work in the sandwich counter, you start 
second guessing your gut. "See, it's not that 
bad , just another day." ' 
A man who looks like a poster boy for Wall 
Street , mid-twenties, saunters up to your 
counter to order and looks you up and down. 
"You're kind of pretty, are you trying to 
be a model?" 
"Thanks, you're kind of rude, are you trying 
to be an asshole?"2 Blankly you respond, " I'm 
not trying to be anything." 
He crunches exact change into your hand 
and says, "Well, you would look like a model 
if you lost some weight and put on some 
makeup." A beat,3 "I guess you get that model 
thing all the time though, huh?" 
"No actually, I don 't weirdo."• It doesn't 
help that you're already self-conscious about 
your weight around all the skinny-ass girts that 
seem to congregate to your sandwich shop 
like flies. Also the fact that apparently you 're 
only "kind of pretty'' feels like a punch in the 
stomach. 
The afternoon sees you working the bakery 
reg1sters. An older couple are staring at the • ;;-
~Is play wh1spenng and otherwise engaged 
!n a clearly private conversation, pointing at 
1tems. They cease talking and look expectantly 
toward you, as If you should know their order 
already. Sighing, you walk over and say 
cheerfully5, "Sorry, what can I get for you?" 
The woman turns her especially angled 
nose m a form full of angled features up and 
crosses her arms snorting, "Well, you would 
know if you were by the customers." 
"You seemed to be having a private 
discussion I didn't want to intrude on and 
also the sign- " you say this pointing up to a 
s1gn hang1ng above the register that c learly 
demarcates "Order Here." 
"If you don't like it, you can leave."6 
"Weill never! You just lost a c ustomerl" She 
paces for a second while her husband t ries 
to console her, giving you a pleading look. 
Uncaring, you tum and make your way back to 
the register. 
"What is your name?" She calls you 
don't answer, even tho.ugh your n~etag is 
prominently displayed. 
"Are you the manager? I want to talk to a 
manager." 
"No, the manager is gone today. 7 Even if 
he were here I doubt he'd care though."8 As 
expected, she makes the usual, " I'm going to 
call and complain, blah blah, You'll be sorry, 
blah blah I'm just a bitter old bitch, blah blah.''9 
Fuming, and still talking to herself, she sulks 
away and her husband meekly comes forward. 
H~.'? soft in contrast to her angles. 
.1 ~sorry about that. You see she's quitting. 
Quittmg smoking I mean. Been three days 
now. Just think, I have to live with her!" 
"Yeah, well you married her."'" At that he 
leaves too. 
A moment later, the old woman returns 
meandering up to your counter like a little' 
g ir1 to ld to apologize. "Sorry." That's all she 
says, and promptly runs away, well, wades 
abashedly out of sight is more like it. 
You know this is going to happen today-
so for once you listen to your gut and stay 
in bed. 
(Footnotes) 
' Inevitably as soon as you think this. it comes. 
' But you don 't say i t, even though you probably 
should. 
' They always take a beat wherein you silently pray 
that 's the end. but its never the end. 
'Okay so you don't say the weirdo part. 
5 As you must be. 
6 You're not sure why you actually say this, but it 
certainly gets a rise out of the woman. 
1 This is true 
• This is not necessarily true 
• She doesn't actually say this last part between 
the blahs 
'
0 Instead of responding this way. you just turn and 
go back to working. 
The Alien 
Brian Torney 
At 3:00 AM, hours and hours after his 
bedtime, the alien watched the two Earth-men 
arrive in their red and white car amidst loud 
noise_,and {ed" light. They pulled a stretcher 
trbm out thEfback of the vehicle, carrying it up 
the front steps and through the door the alien's 
mom was holding open. The glass was tinted 
slightly with the moisture from his breath. He 
had one we~ alien eye ciosed arid the other 
wide open," Watching. His eyes were wet 
because of the air quality on Earth. They were 
tearing. The alien was a very young one, and 
he was having a hard time taking all this in. 
He wasn't really an alien; he was just 
pretending to be. 
They entered and didn't see him, though he 
was very close by (always watching from his 
alien hiding place with his eye wide open), and 
proceeded up the stairs towl!l"d the bedrooms. 
The ·alien 's space rocket was nearby. He 
could leave at any time. The space rocket 
worked in conjunction with the alien's 
watching, which was his job. If he closed his 
eyes and sat in the Rocket, it would launch 
him up and-when he reopened his eyes-he 
would be far away. 
The Earth-men carried the stretcher and 
the alien's mom just kept saying "oh God. Oh 
God," and they entered the alien's brother's 
room and set the stretcher down. The alien's 
brother was eighteen. He was sitting against 
the wall. There were two tiny Earth-tools 
sitting next to him. The tools were what th.e 
alien's father used to shave with. They were 
bloody. 
The Earth-men touched the alien's brother 
at where his arm became his hand like they 
were checking for something. 
Whatever they were checking for, they 
didn't find. And they said: 
"He's gone," as if he'd maybe vanished, 
and that seemed-from the alien's 
perspective- a very strange thing to say. Of 
course he wasn't gone, he was right there. 
The alien's mom started saying "oh God. 
Oh God," even faster. His father was just 
quiet, standing there having the same problem 
with his eyes tearing that the alien was. The 
Earth-men started picking up the alien's big 
brother and just said again "he's gone," and 
placed him on the stretcher, covering it with a 
sheet. 
I.t}...e Day I Fell 
I was wrestling my CTA card back into my 
purse when the bus jerked forward. 
I lunged and tripped over a briefcase. Jeffrey, 
my 9-year-old, ran to the back of the bus as 
I fell towards the ribbed, black rubber aisle. 
Plastic grocery bags weighed down each 
hand and my orily choice was to let one hand 
free and try to break my fall. Cans and jars 
tumbled beneath seats, striking anonymous 
feet. The man with the briefcase reached 
down to adjust it behind his legs, but he didn't 
take his eyes off the newspaper. 
Above the hum of the bus and the muted 
sound of music on headphones, I could 
hear my baby laughing. Laughing at me. I 
don't know if it was in my mind, or if it really 
happened, but his laughing seemed to grow 
louder and louder. It took every seat on that 
bus. And then I was just embarrassed. What 
kind of mother had a son who would laugh at 
her like that? 
"Are you alright?" Some young college kid 
bent down to help me pick up the groceries 
and people around me had that "oh, poor 
thing" look on their faces. Each hand that 
shoved beans, cheese and crackers at me 
was pointing out my clumsiness. 
"Thank you. Yes, I'm alright." I tried to be 
courteous as I avoided looking at their faces 
and focused on returning the groceries to the 
plastic bags. 
"Haw, haw, haw." 
The laugh was forced. Laughing , not 
because it was funny, but because it was fun. 
With my first step I noticed pain in my knee. 
I reached down and felt the skin tighten with 
swelling underneath. I didn't want to limp, I 
didn't want to look hurt, I just wanted to get to 
the house. 
"Haw, haw, haw." 
My baby's voice was louder than the bus 
driver's announcement of the next stop. My 
grocery bags brushed arms and I excused 
myself over and over as my knee swelled up 
more and more. I placed the grocery bags 
into a seat the best I could and squeezed 
myself between them and Jeffrey. Now that 
I was with him, the hilarity was gone and he 
pushed all his attention out the window. 
I settled into my seat and spoke to the side 
of his face, 
"Why didn't you help me up there? 
"What?" He turned to me with big, brown, 
confused eyes. · 
I emphasized my words, "When I tripped, 
and the groceries fell out, why didn't you help 
me? 
His attention returned to the window, " I 
don't know." 
"I don't know" and "whatever'' didn't work 
with me. If a person is going to act, then they 
have to be responsible for their actions. I was 
about to remind him exactly how he should 
talk to his mother, but the next thing out of 
his mouth jolted both his laughing and my 
swollen knee right from my mind. 
"Why are my eyes brown?" He asked like 
he was asking if he could play a video game. 
"Mr. Forbes talked about recessive genes . 
today. He said that blue eyes are recessive 
and brown eyes are dominant. So, if you and 
Daddy have blue eyes, how'd I get brown 
ones?" 
There I sat on that bus, jostling to and fro-
not knowing what "recessive" and "dominant" 
had to do with eyes. Afraid of where this bus 
was taking me. 
"Well , there's lots of brown-eyed people 
in our family. Aunt Cleta's brown-eyed and 
if I remember right , your Daddy's mama was 
brown-eyed. So, I guess we had a little brown 
in us to pass to you." I kflew that he had the 
advantage of learning on his side and I hoped 
my answer would take. 
"That's not how it works, Mama. Mr. 
Forbes said it was impossible for two blue-
eyed people to birth a brown-eyed baby." 
And then the heat rushed to my face just 
like the day I found out I was pregnant. 
"Well, you're brown eyes are right in front 
of me, so Mr. Forbes has obviously gotten 
something messed up." 
I turned my attention to the window on the 
other side of the bus and saw the reflection 
of Jeffrey beside me. My baby just asked 
me to take responsibility for my actions and I 
couldn't do it. ~ 
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But he's right there, thought the alien. 
So he imagined maybe the body wasn't 
real or something, like the image of water in 
the alien desert on his home world, and he 
wondered if maybe his brother had rocketed 
off back home without him. 
Maybe he was waiting for him? 
So the alien went into the living room and 
sat in the spot that was his rocket and closed 
his eyes .. . 
He traveled a million billion miles. His 
rocket passed the starry gulf of Arcturus, the 
bleached shores of Diadem, and the tumbling 
black falls of deep black space ... 
He opened his eyes. 
And he was still in the living room and his 
father was still silent and starry-eyed and his 
mother was still saying "oh God. Oh God," 
and they were still taking his brother away 
under a sheet. Though, strangely, the living 
room and everything felt different than it ever 
had before. · 
And still nobody saw him there, squinting 
one blurry eye open. It was hard to see 
because of the Earth air, which made him tear 
up. The alien sniffled. 
He wasn't really an alien; he was just 
pretending to be: 
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When I returned to my couch in the study 
I was alone. The candles burned low. The 
one that illuminated the mystery woman had 
burned out completely, and she was gone. 
The door was shut. The small porcelain bowl 
of pinkish bloody water sat below me on 
the marble floor. The liquid rested, glassy 
and tame. I turned to the curtained window 
beside my head; it was still nighttime. It 
seemed like I had spent days inside this room 
without the first hint of sunlight, and perhaps 
I had. 
Where was she? 
I opened my mouth to call out and once 
again found the voice stifled in my throat. 
Silence hovered in the air like a winged 
elephant, and I felt like I might crack the 
crystalline composure of my surroundings 
with so weighty a word as I felt welling within 
my chest. 
Still, I felt certain that I had been left quite 
alone for the moment and, lifting my head 
from its leather cushion, I found that a good 
deal of my usual strength had returned to 
me. Feet on the dark marble floor chilled me, 
and I stood. I found that I was clad in a soft 
robe of some dark color, and to the side of 
the couch, on a short stool that hadn't been 
visible to me before were my clothes, neatly 
folded . Had this woman undressed me? I 
hadn't been undressed by another since I 
was a child, and the thought was unnerving. 
I quickly cast off my robe and dressed 
myself; my clothes seemed to be clean and · 
anyway, they were free of blood stains. I 
brought my hands to my face slowly; I hadn't 
yet had the chance to look into a mirror 
and assess the mal damage. Dragging my 
fingertips gently along the contours of my 
forehead and cheeks, I found unfamiliar 
cracks and craters that sparked electric 
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and stepping forward the ground creaked 
beneath my feet. I wanted to call out, thinking 
that she might be near, but the silence here 
was more foreboding than it had been before. 
I dared not speak. I passed doors at my 
left and right, each one cut into a generic-
looking recess like inexpensive doors in a 
common household, doo~ambs of the same 
dispassionate wooden make as the doors 
themselves. I continued walking as softly as I 
could 
Don't. 
until I came to one door in particular on 
my right - which looked no different from the 
rest-but 
Don't. 
I was somehow attracted to it above all 
other prevailing curiosities and 
Don't. 
reaching for the rusty knob I 
Don't. 
paused heeding the voice and 
Don't. 
turning just a bit more to my right she 
stood , watching me with cold eyes, her arms 
at her sides, all porcelain skin and black hair 
and eyes, eyes, eyes. I was consumed. 
, The Magical Tweed Umbrella 
Shelby Bailey 
I flew last night. I twirled an umbrella and 
flew as high as Blue Spruces in a beautiful air 
dance. The cloth on the umbrella was tweed 
and bluish purple in color. Anyone could tell it 
was a magical umbrella What other purpose 
could it have had on the driest month of 
the year dressed in the least water-resistant 
material, tweed? 
Everyone was downtown at the parade 
that day. I had came back early wanting some 
time to myself. The parade was over crowded 
and the noise had finally gotten to me. When 
I returned to the house the umbrella was just 
laying in the yard. I picked it up and began 
to dance. I began to fly knowing instinctively 
how to operate the umbrella. I danced 
gracefully in the air like a ballerina, touching 
down only to leap back up into the air again. 
Tears slid silently down my face. 
When I was high in the air, at the very tip 
of the Blue Spruce, getting a bit nervous that 
I had launched myself into infinity and would 
never come down, I looked over the fence into 
the neighbor's yard. The man was having a 
cookout. It was cloudy fall day and his guests 
were talking and laughing and generally taking 
advantage of the newfound crispness in the 
air. He was a vfJ('f large man eating frantically 
at the picnic table by himself: baked beans, 
chips, pickles, tomatoes, hamburgers and 
hotdogs. No one else was eating but him. 
No one noticed him, but me. No one noticed 
me, but him. He caught sight of me, froze, 
and stared at me dancing through the air 
with a hamburger hanging out of his mouth 
dumbstruck. I sensed a kindred spirit in him. 
I giggled, touched down and danced on. 
Kathy and the girts returned shortly after. 
They walked through the backyard carrying 
trinkets and homemade candies. Kathy 
argued with Kassey about not eating any 
more candy so neither one of them saw 
me. Chelsey lagged behind carrying a red 
balloon and wanted to know what I was 
doing with the cool umbrella. I tried to show 
her generously, but she tried too hard. She 
twisted too hard; she twirled it like a plastic 
helicopter. She even tried cranking it like a 
bicycle peddle. She dropped it each time. 
"Here let me show you," I said, but there was 
a commotion from inside. We both ran in the 
house. Everyone was arguing about what to 
fix for dinner and during the uproar someone 
had dropped a platter of sausage balls. I 
turned right around wanting to escape from 
the claustrophobia and noise once more. The 
day was beautiful and I wanted to be outside. 
Besides I could fly. 
Liz was in the yard. She was just now 
getting back from the parade. She walked 
into the backyard empty handed, looking 
over her shoulder disappointedly. Then she 
saw my umbrella, and before I could reach 
it she had hold of it. I knew that I had been 
given a wonderful gift and I wanted to share, 
honest, but I just didn't trust Liz. "Let me 
show you how it works," I said , but she held 
on to it tight. She could see in my eyes that 
I loved this umbrella. She could also sense 
it was magical. In fact she flew herself, 
if you can call it that. It was completely 
ungraceful and her landing was atrocious. 
She crashed through the neighbor's side 
door and continued to slide into the hallway. 
The hamburger eating man from earlier came 
into the foyer. Surprisingly he wasn't mad 
or even shocked. He didn't even see Liz in 
fact. He looked straight at me with the same 
dumbfounded expression and said, "You 
did the most beautiful interpretation of the 
bla bla bla dance choreographed by bla bla 
bla, with that." He looked at the umbrella 
majestically as he finished his remark. Liz was 
speechless. Hate swelled up in her eyes then 
she snatched up the umbrella and ran out of 
the neighbor's house. 
.72; .. ~ Cherry Treed 
As we came upon the clearing where the 
cherry tree stood majestically, I took every 
inch of it in as if for the last time. I followed 
the curves of the branches that stretched 
out like arms ready to take me in and took a 
long whiff of the air passing through its limbs 
bringing its sweet fragrance to my nose. I had 
always thought that was what Mama would 
have smelled like. 
On our way from the family farm to me and 
my twin sister Shelby's favorite spot under 
the cherry tree, I couldn't help thinking about 
Mama. They say that this was her favorite 
place in the years before she died. She 
would lie on the ground and stare at the sky, 
carelessly daydreaming away the hours. I can 
tell that Daddy still misses her because he 
hasn 't been out to this spot since she died. 
But I didn't mind. I like the way the overgrown 
grass cushioned my head when I would lay 
under the tree and stare at the sky, hoping for 
just one glimpse of her. 
For years this place under the cherry tree 
had been our sanctuary, away from the rest of 
the kids. It was here that we smoked our first 
cigarette, tasted our first beer, and it was here 
that we talked for what seemed like endless 
hours. And it was here that I felt we had no 
differences, when I knew there really were. 
As we grew older, Shelby's stories began 
to change. Her once innocent words changed 
into thoughts of longing and love. I never 
knew the day would come when I would have 
to share her with someone else. But, I always 
listened. cherishing each moment of our time 
under the tree. 
She would be leaving at the end of the 
month to attend a university somewhere near 
the city. I was to stay at horne with my father 
and help look after the farm. 
Although Shelby and I shared a closeness 
that not many siblings experience, I felt her 
slowly drifting farther and farther away. She 
even stopped asking me to hang out with 
her when she would go out. She said it was 
because the car was too crowded, but I knew 
it was because of her friends. They didn't like 
me much, and I knew it bothered her, but I 
couldn't have cared less. After years of being 
called slow or stupid or retard, my skin was 
thick to their insults. 
I remember when me and Shelby were little, 
no more than 5 or 6, we used to walk home 
together everyday. The grounds surrounding 
the school were always buzzing with activity, 
long after the classes ended . Sometimes 
we would play on the swings or spin on the 
big wheel till we felt dizzy from laughter. I 
would have been content on the swings 
or seesaw forever, but eventually Shelby's 
eyes wandered over to the pavement where 
groups of gins jumped around on hopscotch 
boards drawn with chalk. Soon we began 
congregating around the games like the 
others hoping for our chance to jump in. It 
seems that Shelby always got to go, but I 
always got pushed back in the shuffle, too 
afraid to stufter out the words "M-M-M-Y 
TURN!" in front of the other girls_. 
There was this chubby redhead gin who 
acted like she owned the game Md she 
would always roll her eyes and say, "Corne 
on, you 're holding It up!" ~k then, Shelby 
would always look at me with encouraging 
eyes as if to beckon me to take my turn, and 
snap at any gin that would lry and cut me In 
line. Eventually, Shelby got sick of the other gins 
pushing me around. 
One day, we got out of school and walked out 
to the hopscotch grounds where a bunch of little 
gins had gathered. I' ll never forget the looks on all 
the other gins faces when Shelby walked right up 
to their board, grabbed a piece of chalk from the 
hands of the chubby redhead and proclaimed that 
we were not going to be jumping on their lame 
board anymore. We were going to make the best 
board ever' We jumped alone for about a day or 
two, but pretty soon, some of the other gins began 
to wander over to our game. I guess they were sick 
of being pushed around too. 
Those were the days when I believe we were the 
c losest. We would walk horne, sit under our cherry 
tree and giggle about school and how mad the 
chubby redhead gir1 was. 
As we got older it all began to change. The . 
time we spent together grew less, and her careful 
understanding of my nature began to transform 
into impatience and pity. Since we were born, she 
was my only friend. My relationship with Daddy 
had always been strained because they say I was 
the reason Mama died. 
Shelby says I was stubborn from the start and 
that 's the reason that I didn't want to come out. 
I guess there were complications and Marna just 
lost too much blood. Maybe it was my fault, I don't 
know. Anyway, I think there is something beautiful 
about how Marna lost her life the minute I got 
mine, but I guess no one else could understand. 
I've always understood the concept of life and 
death. I've been given it, and I know how to take it 
away. I admire the simplicity of it, in a wond so full 
of complexity. 
I remember the first time I realized Shelby 
was different than me. I was walking around the 
house looking for our dog Blue, and I found her 
kissing Jon Standish, our neighbor. They loolked 
really funny with their lips stuck together, and the 
smacking sound reminded me of the way Blue 
licks himself. As I began to giggle, she caught me 
staring out of the corner of her eye. I would have 
expected any sort of reaction other than the one 
she had. It was the first time I saw hate in her eyes. 
"GET OUT OF HERE!! God you are so .. .. .... . " she 
screamed. 
As I stood there with hot tears welling up in my 
eyes, I wondered w.hat I had done. 
"Just GO!" she said again, this time more 
carefully. 
I remember walking away from her feeling as if 
I had been punched in the stomach when I heard 
Jon say, 
"What's wrong with her?" 
"Nothing," she replied. "She just doesn't know 
any better. She's slow you know." 
"Well she creeps me out, lookin' like you and 
all," Jon said more quietly. 
"Just don't pay any attention to her, I don't ," 
Shelby said as she slipped back into his arms. 
I kept walking until the voices slowly turned 
back into smacking sounds and then into nothing. 
After that day I couldn't help but notice the way 
she would look at me. It was as if I hed grown a fat 
ugly hairy mole right In the middle of my forehead. 
It was so bad that sometimes I would loolk In the 
mirror to make sure It W&l!O't there. 
At night, instead of chatting about the day's 
events before we fell asleep, she would turn her 
back to me In bed and say that she didn't feel like 
talking . She said I wouldn't understand. 
"I can't stay long, I gotta be back by noon," she 
said again for the hundredth time. 
"What do we have to come out here for any ways? 
It 's too hot to be sitting out here In the sun." 
"J-j-just a little while," I pleaded. 
It oould have been hotter than hell and I 
wouldn't have cared. I was past the point of 
feeling the temperatuMs. I had crawled so 
far inside myself that nothing raeJiy mattered 
anymore. I had even stopped sleeping at 
ight. It was if my brain wouldn't let go of the 
indless thoughts that danced in and around 
my brain. Sometimes I would stand at the 
window and play hopscotch with the stars, 
casually bouncing from one squal9 to the 
next. One time Shelby woke up and asked me 
what I was doing at the window, but for some 
reason my mouth would not let me answer. 
I just kept on playin', taking turns with the sky. 
I would have sat under our tl96 forever had 
it not been for Shelby's impatient interruption. 
"Okay, now what?" she said. 
"C-c-can't we just lay and t-t-talk for a little 
while?" I said optimistically. 
"About what? We oould have talked at the 
house. We didn't need to oome all the way 
out here. What do you want to talk about? 
Nothing's wrong right? I mean this isn't about 
Jon again is it?" she asked. 
The thing she was referring to was 
the incident with Jon Standish that had 
occurred about 2 months ear1ier. I was 
in the grass in front of our house picking 
fat bright dandelions that grew wildly in 
patches. For some reason, these dandelions 
bothered Daddy. He said they were weeds, 
but I thought they were beautiful. I never 
understood how people could like regular 
flowers, but not like these flowers. Who says 
they are weeds? 
Anyways, I was ;:>icking the dandelions 
from the lawn and placing them in neat piles 
so that I might save them, when Jon crept up 
behind me and yelled "Boo'" 
I jumped about two feet in the air and carne 
down hard on my knees. As I winced in pain, 
Jon came upside me and said, "Geez, I was 
only fooling with ya, don't give yourself a heart 
attack." 
I stared at him speechlessly and began 
apologizing repeatedly. 
"Well don't apologize for Pete's Sake, you 
didn't do nothing wrong. Come on I'll cheer 
you up," he said as he stretched his hand 
out towards me and helped pull me off the 
ground. 
"W-w-where are we going?" I asked. "D-
daddy will be mad if I don't finish p-p-picking 
them flowers for him." " 
" It's okay," he replied. " Were just gonna go 
for a little walk. Your sister still out?" I nodded 
yes. 
"Alright then, we better hurry," he said as 
he led me towards the bam. "You know it's 
really crazy how you and your sister can be so 
different, but look so alike. What happened to 
you?" he asked. 
"1-1-1 don't know, they said my brain 
couldn 't breathe or something when I was a 
b-b-baby. But it breathes fine now I guess," 
I replied. 
Jon looked around as he opened the door 
to the bam with his free hand and led me in 
with the other, tightly grasping my wrist. 
"Were gonna play a game ok," he asked. 
"You like games right?" 
I nodded. 
"Ok remember what you saw your sister and 
I doing that time when she got mad?" he 
asked. 
I nodded. 
"Well were gonna do that. Just come here 
closer to me like this." 
As he grabbed my back to pull me In, there 
was a sort of roughness in his touch that 1· 
didn't like. He slammed his face into mine and 
the taste of tobacco burned my mouth. I tried 
to pull away but I couldn 't break out of his 
hold and push away his wandering hands as 
they tugged at my blouse. 
" I don't wanna," I kept saying over and 
over again as I tried to wriggle out of his 
arms. Finally, after about 3 minutes of sloppy 
struggling and uncomfortable touching he 
shoved me with all his might to the ground 
and said , "Fine! Jesus you are just like your 
fucking sister after all. Well you better watch 
your ass little gir1 cause one day I'm not 
gonna give in so easily." 
And that was it. He stormed out of the bam 
leaving me to pull myself off the ground and 
rebutton my shirt with fumbling fingers. 
A few days later I got up enough courage to 
try and tell Shelby that Jon was a bad person. 
I guess I should have planned out what I 
wanted to say, because it all came out wrong. 
As I made a feeble attempt at explaining, she 
jumped to the conclusion that I tried to kiss 
him. When I argued that it was he that tried to 
get fresh with me, she screamed at me. She 
yelled that I was jealous of her and that I was 
making the whole thing up. We never talked 
about it again. 
It was at that moment that I knew what 
I had to do. When we were little, she never 
made me feel any different, but now the 
sourness of her soul began to take over. 
I often wonder how someone so beautiful on 
the outside, could be so ugly inside. 
"H made you a present Shelby," I said as 
I sat on the ground wiggling my bare feet 
around in the soft grass. 
"Yeah, what's that?" 
"C-c-cherry jam for you to take to school 
with you," I replied. 
For years I had been making jam from the 
sweet cherries that fell from the branches of 
our favorite tree. I got the recipe from Mama's 
bread box and they always said that it was the 
one thing that God put me on earth to do. 
I never agreed with them though. I knew 
I had been put here for different reasons. Just 
because I never talked very much, and when I 
did I stuttered, everyone always assumed that 
I was slow. But I know the truth. The thoughts 
in rriy head were clearer than a summer sky 
most of the time, you just wouldn't know it by 
talking to me. But I never argued my case. I 
went on and let people think that I was slow, 
because I know that it 's easier for them. I also 
believe that Daddy needs to think something 
is wrong with me in order to deal with the 
guilt of losing Mama. He must think it's my 
punishment for taking her away from him. But 
then, there's Shelby. 
To think that people pitied her for having 
a sister like me, what a laugh! If only they all 
knew. Well, they will now. I' ll show everyone 
how wrong they were. It will be painfully 
obvious to everyone once they see the 
masterfulness of my plan. They will realize 
how they were wrong all along about my 
being slow. A slow person could never have 
thought of doing something like this. 
We sat together under the tree and I 
opened the jar of jam that we spooned out 
using our fingers, letting the sweetness of the 
cherries match the sweetness of my revenge. 
Soon we would both be dead. I lay my head 
down on the grass and smiled at the sky for 
one last time. 
Maybe it was the hard chords Andy was 
racking on his guitar, in the comer. Maybe, it 
was the drunkenness of the week welling up 
inside me but I suddenly felt like a champagne 
bottle about to burst its own cork. 
I turned my head away from the monitor 
there was a picture of Andy next to me. The 
brim of a black top hat was shading his face 
as he looked down at his guitar. His hands 
were gripping the guitar not playing it. His tall 
f igure leaned over slightly and his mouth was 
agape as he sang into the head of a silver 
microphone. A bright orange tie hung in a 
loose not around his neck. He was seventeen 
in the picture. I hadn't known him then. I stole 
it a few days after we moved in together. 
1 inhaled deeply. The sharp sent of burning 
dust from my warming computer entered my 
lungs. I slammed my fingers fi tfully against the 
keyboard for the last time. 0-F-Space-L -M-K/ 
starred back at me. 
"Enough ," I cried. "Enough. Enough ... 
Enough. " 
Andy's hand froze in mid cord. 
The strange chord filled the room until his long 
fingers slid between the chords and stilled 
the sound. When the chord diminished, the 
hum of my computer fan was alii could hear. I 
flexed my hands 
and felt the newness of my engagement ring. 
My hands always felt heavy now. · 
"Should I go into the living room?" Andy 
asked . 
I sucked in air, feeling my lungs expand 
and then I stood. "No. I'm the one who has to 
leave." I didn't look at him. I couldn't. 
Then I saw him out of the corner of my 
eye. His shoulders slouched as he gripped 
his guitar firmly and suddenly he looked 
seventeen again. He starred at his guitar. His 
long bangs hung down and hid his face from 
me. His normally melodious voice was hardly 
a whisper, "What?" 
" I need to leave," I said, tacking a step 
toward him but then I stopped. Knowing that 
touching him, breathing in the scent of him 
would change my mind. 
I wanted to scream or cry but I did nothing. 
The colors of our room blurred, together and I 
was filled with a sinking dizzy feeling. 
"What's wrong?" 
" I can't think here." 
"I can go in to the living room," 
he repeated. 
"No. With all the planning and the 
problems, I can 't bmath. I can't write. I can 't 
think." 
I looked away from him because he looked 
like a scolded puppy. 
When I reached for my purple scart, the 
one I always wear his shocked look turned to 
horror. 
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I had the capac . to tne blue handle. My 
I slid my fmgers '" n In this moment 
ed them ope · 
thumb snapp ould crush him. 
I was stronger. I c b l des to the first wire. I 
I put the sliver a the room wanted to 
waited. Everything In gh 1 paused at the 
know if I was brave eno~h~cking to be sure 
resistance .of the stnn~~top me. I knew that 
he woutdn t move an me from his father 
id 't eed him to save . 1 d n n y other shit in our hves. 
or his brother or an e me I screamed 
I don't want him to ~:nd ct~sed and the 
In frustratiOn as my de a bitter dong. Andy 
snap of the stnng rna . 
didn't move. . rs and repeated. 
1 towered the ~~.~yelled before lifting 
"What the fuc · d and dropping the 
the strap over hiS hea 
guitar. . t the carpet near mY feet. 
It bOunced agams b throom and locked 
He left, went to the a 
himself in. 1. t like them. Just like Alone, I fee JU: sted and everyone 
everyone else he s tru . ' 
else who's betrayed him. 
Windows 
Susan Babyk 
I've never been able to open this window. 
Seasons change, birthdays come and go, 
but the damned thing refuses to budge. 
I don't mind that it's stuck when it's ten 
below zero outside, when the snow piles 
up on the ledge twelve inches deep. And 
I've got no problem when the early spring 
rains pellet the filthy glass with their distant 
promises of Mother Earth 's awakening. I 
only notice the elbow of frustration nudging 
me when I catch the first glimpse of 
crocuses in my little city garden straining 
their way up out of a filthy snow bank, their 
yellow and purple heads peeking out from 
behind green and white striped swords 
of foliage. Only then do I realize how 
musty the air is in here- dusty, smelling of 
long forgotten corned beef and cabbage 
dinners, of flat champagne and discarded 
New Years resolutions. That's when I 
become obsessed with this window. 
When I was a little girl, adolescent, 
brimming with the juices of developing 
sexuality, I would lie in my bed at night with 
the pillow over my head, trying to drown 
out the vicious curses my mother would 
scream at the closed bedroom door where 
my_ father lay, himself trying to shut out the 
insanity. 
One night, it must have been springtime 
because the window next to my little twin 
bed was wide open, I felt a most lovely, 
warm, and fragrant breeze upon my skin, 
like a gentle caress, and I clearly saw a 
strong hand reaching down from the sky, 
reaching out to me, beckoning. I imagined 
taking hold of that hand, surrendering to the 
peaceful glow that filled me, that silenced 
the screaming with a graceful lullaby, that 
brought a refreshingly restful sleep and a 
translucent morning sky, ripe with promise 
and a joyful sparrow concerto. 
Boy, I could sure use that right now, 
a lungful of fresh; frosty air instead of 
this stale, dry, recycled poison gas I'm 
breathing, that tickles my nose as I inhale, 
squeezing my eyeballs until my sinuses 
scream in searing pain . The first time I 
tried to open the damned thing I broke a 
fingernail to the quick. Cursing a sailor's 
streak, I stumbled down the basement 
stairs to fetch a hammer, banged all around 
the frame to loosen the ancient paint, then 
yanked harder, only ending up with a nasty, 
two inch sliver of varnished oak in my palm, 
followed by a painful two week infection. I 
swear, when I backed off in tears I caught 
my own reflection in the glass glaring back 
at me with an evil smirk. 
The word itself, window, leaves a 
pleasant feeling on the lips when uttered. 
Amateur linguist that I am, I feel words have 
a mystical power, so I'm forever curious 
about their origins. The word, window, 
comes from the Old Norse, vindauga: vind 
is wind, and auga, eye-wind eye. It's the 
apetture that lets in the wind. Or, if you're 
a glazier in a high-rise building, the pane of 
glase that keeps the wind out. Or, if you're 
me, fhe pain of frustration at the denial of 
oxygen. 
Windows can be frightening. As a child 
I would seek out the chair farthest from 
the window, afraid that a stray bullet from 
some gangster's gun might find me. I slept 
on my back or my stomach, for the same 
reason, hoping rt a bullet carne through 
!he window it would only hit me in a less 
vuln•>rable place. Although I was enthralled 
by lightning , I w~uld never stand near a 
window in ttn oledrical storm, terrified the 
lightning would seek me out and fry my circuits. 
A few weeks after the sliver incident the weather 
turned balmy, so I called the landlord, pleading 
with him to fix the problem. "You must be a poet," 
he said to me. How'd he know? I assume he's well 
fNISTe that many poets have problems writing, 
reading, or teaching poetry in stuffy, air1ess roonns. 
Writers are restless, muses are mute. I, myself, 
spent ten grim years working in a windowless 
office, unable to find peace. 
My desk sat facing a long corridor, which helped 
lessen the press of claustrophobia a bit, but I 
had no idea if the sky outside was clear or gray, 
whether the sun was bright or the snow blowing. 
How I prayed for a cool breeze, a view of the 
street, a tiny glimpse of sky, anything. I plugged 
in a fan to appease my strangled spirit. I framed 
posters of scenic mountain views, covered the 
walls with them, floor to ceiling. Tensions would 
pile up around me with no broader perspectives in 
sight. I visualized my next job c learly having huge 
windows that opened to the outdoors, glorious 
skylights revealing wondrous expanses of sky. 
The landlord sent a handyman. This guy was 
dressed in a long , flowing , black tunic. with a 
crimson and gold embroidered scarf around his 
neck, and carried a brass tool that looked more 
like a scepter than a hammer. His salt and pepper 
beard reached to the knotted rope belt at his waist, 
and matching eyebrows tangled across his brow. 
I protested when he lit a cone of foul smell ing 
incense in a golden brazier, but he insisted it was 
necessary to loosen the ancient varnish resins 
that had glued the windows together, making an 
airtight seal. He sprinkled some clear liquid into the 
cracks, dipping his hammer thing into a seashell-
shaped alabaster bowl, all the while muttering to 
himself in some strange guttural language I didn't . 
recognize. This went on for a good ten minutes 
until we heard a loud crack. I got so excited when 
the window promised to give way. We could hear 
the old paint chips crumbling, could hear a faint 
whistle of a breeze straining to get through. He 
assured me all he needed to do was give it a few 
taps from the outside to finish the job, so I watched 
through the window as he climbed his ladder, 
sprinkling and mumbling a little while longer. I 
stood by helplessly as he pushed hard against the 
window frame, the force of the shove sent him and 
the ten-foot ladder careening sideways, landing on 
the concrete patio. He was lucky he only sprained 
his ankle, but my stubborn window stayed stuck. 
It's a shame this window is such a pain in the 
butt because windows can be very magical. 
Department stores pay window dressers well to 
create irresistible illusions in hopes of compelling 
window shoppers to step inside the store, hands in 
pockets, ready to spend. When we go to the mall, 
my husband always stops before the Victoria's 
Secret window display, eyes atwinkle. I can't tell 
you how much money we've spent in that store 
just to milk the fantasy behind the plate glass for 
everything it's worth. 
I remember how excited I'd get at Christmas 
time when it canne time to go downtown for a 
look at the windows. When we were kids, my 
mom would bundle up my brother and me like 
little sausages in those snowsuits where you 
couldn't move your arms, and we'd board the 
bus downtown to take a look at the enchanted 
storybooks come to life in Marshall Field's 
windows. The fantasy fairy godmothers danced 
on tiptoes around Cinderella, turning her raggedy, 
ash-covered dress into a sparkl ing silver ball 
gown. The cock-eyed villains cackled, scaring the 
children all around us to tears, but we always knew 
better, that the good and pure would overcome 
the evil. I stopped making the annual trip long ago· 
for some reason, probably because of the crowds 
and the traffic, but maybe next year I'll make the 
journey again, for old time's sake. 
The greatest thing about most windows, 
however, is that you can open them to let in a 
cool breeze in the springtime. I remember the 
crabapples blooming in lush profusion outside 
my window, so it would remain open well into 
the warm summer, letting in billows of sweet, 
heady perfume, igniting romantic adolescent 
reveries. Better yet Is the fact that you can close 
the windows against the hot summer sweller and 
still let in the natural light and enjoy the opulent 
emerald green of the trees and grass. But best 
of all is looking out the window on a cold, 
blustery winter day watching pedestrians 
shiver into the wind while you, yourself, 
stand next to the heater, absorbing the 
warmth, feeling snug and safe and quite 
content. Yestetday morning, as I looked 
out at the sky, I raeized the foot of snow 
that fell last week had melted, leaving gritty 
smudges on my precious view. So I made 
a note to myself to schedule the spring 
window washing to be cet'1lm that I won't 
miss a single moment of budding daffodils. 
I have finally had it with this window, 
though . Last night I was working on my 
taxes-dull, boring rows of numbers 
swimming on drab gray pages; stacks of 
receipts and payroll stubs everywhere, 
piled to the ceiling. A flickering halogen 
bulb turned the whole scene into a tacky 
grade B silent movie. "Lord, give me 
some air," I pounded on the badly battered 
window frame, "please let me breathe. · 
Let me out of here." Frustrated, my arms 
burning from the exertion, I took off my 
Nike sneaker and flung it full-force at the 
snickering windowpane. I raised my hands 
against my eyes instinctively to protect 
them from the flying glass. The shoe 
ricocheted off the window with a metallic 
ping, hitting me square in the solar plexus, 
knocking the wind out of me. As I gasped 
for air I noticed the glass of the window 
buckle forward, and I watched a delicate 
snowflake pattern form from the center 
of impact, spreading outward-slow as 
a. spider spinning its intricate web. After 
an eternity the crystalline fracture flashed 
a blinding strobe, then proceeded to heal 
itself, the shatter lines running down in 
sparkling rivulets, washing away the years 
of accumulated grime and pollution. 
I press my hand against the now clear 
window; withdraw it quickly in white-hot 
pain. I'm calling that damn landlord again 
tomorrow. 
Weeping Willow Spring 
Joseph Jesse Johnson 
It always starts off the same wey 
Ught from a dead star forcing 
Illumination through the dark and over 
The ridge in slow motion across the land 
We watch this unfold in silence 
Weeping Willow springs to life 
A shining green carved from daily emeralds 
Of ages past, squinting and surrounclecl 
In the brilliance 
We run wild and careless 
The dew and the grass staining our bar& 
Feet now climbing against the bark · · 
Youthful arms straining towards higher 
limbs 
Guarding a hidden fortress and-golden 
canopy · 
A living mosaic, Nature's cathedral of 
innocence 
We survey this lush expanse up to the ho-
rizon 
Looking downward, we almost lose our grip 
As Weeping Willow springs forth 
The bodies of women and children 
